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EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE 
WITH THE 

THERMODYNAMIC METHOD 

by 
PROF. H_ANS GERBER* 

INTRODUCTION 
It is, as far as I know; likely the first time,. that this new method 

for efficiency measurem~nt on. hydraulic machines is presented in 
public· in this country. (will. try therefore to produce in this paper 
some more detaijed information than was possible to include in my 
lecture. · 

All those who wish. to deal in an extensive• manner with this new 
· testing method, its theoretical· background and the.experiences recol
lected uiHo-date; will find at the end a selection of publications 
especially chosen · for this purpose. The. autho·r feels that ·.with these 
publicatio~s the whole field is covered in a reasonable manner, at 
least for the first start. 

"FIELD TESTING 
Whe'n a hydraulic machine is ordered; three main things general-

. Iy are. fo~ed in the contract, namely: 
Price 
Delivery .time 
Technical guarantees. 

In the future we shall deal with the third item only. In the case of 
a turbine ,these guarantee .values usually fix, for. a given .rated speed 
and at constant head, the efficiencies at full or partial gate openings, 
that is the ratio between turbine output on· the shaft and the hydrau
lic· power input. .For low head river plants, and for storage plants 
where the· heacl may vary substantially, such guarantee curves are 
claimed for several heads covering ~he whole range of future opera-
tion. · . . . 

For completeness may I mention tha_t in former times we had. to 
state guarantee. values even for different rated speeds; for example 
in Italy before World· War n,: for frequencies of 42, 45 and 50 
Hertz in the same. plant. For storage pumps these guarantees gen..: 
erally include the values C>f flow and efficiency for given pump heads, 
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sometimes for speeds a few percent above or below rated speed, in 

order to take into account extreme network conditions. 

The control of these guarantee values is subject to inaccuracies in 

the measuring techniques involved in the tests, and the definitions 

of the values to be measured are, fortunately may I say, now fixed 

in national and international codes. In our field of hydraulic rria

chinery the chair of the international committee dealing with this 

code work is occupied in ah exemplary manner by the Director of 

the Alden Resear·ch Laboratory, Professor Leslie J. Hooper of WPI. 

IMPORTANCE OF FIELD TESTS 
It must be emphasized that the importance of field tests, i.e., the 

checking of the guarantee values on the prototypes, is growing more 

and more as the machines are increasing in power, dimensions, head 

arid flow. The costs ofthe hydraulic equipment may vary between 4% 

only in high head. plants up to perhaps 15% in a low head river plant, 

referring to the overall costs ofihe-whole -plant. But if the hydraulic 

machine~shows.:.oad"performance, the proquctiveness. of the whole- . 

investment, possibly. as. much as several hundr-ed-rnHlion. d~ilars, is 

badly affected: Actually tests on prototypes in power plants may be 

executed for three main and very distinct purposes: a). Checking of 

guarantee figures given in ·the contract; this is a commercial matter. 

b) Comparison with the results of model tests, which is of highly 

scientific interest; c) Watching over the influence.of wear occurring 

by sand ero~ion or cavi~ation corrosion, thus proving to be ofhighly 

economical importance for the long time running of the plant. It 

depends mostly on local conditions, and sometimes on the character 

and quality of the people involved in the management of the plant, 

which on~ of these three items is considered to be the most impor

tant one. Based on almost 40 years of experience it is my feeling that 

the third item becomes more. and more important. 
Field tests, properly executed; are expensive, need _important equip

ment with the corresponding well trained personnel, and are often 

disturbing the pfant service in a considerabl~ manner. With the im

provement of model testing techniques today, fi~ld tests are often 

replaced by acceptance tests on a model, by using the experiences 

of item b) of my list." With this developmel).t in .mind ·plant super

intendents have for a long time been interested in_ simple methods 

to deal with item c) to check more or less regularly the decrease of 

efficiency of .their machines over a long time range. For this purpose 

many types of so-called index tests have "been developed ih the past, 
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quite none of them really satisfactory in· all .circumstances. 
It may easily be that in the future,. the Thermodynamic Method is 

.called to.cover this ai-ea in an improved manner, but it is a delicate 
method and rriust be properly used . 

jl PRINCIPLE 
'f· · The prindple of this new method proves to be very simple: a.Jrriost 

all losses occurring in hydraulic machines are transferred · in heat; 
therefore increasing the temperature of the water ,going through the 
machine. Measuring the temperature rise between ·inlet and outlet 

· of the machine and knowing the · specific heat of water, the · losses 
can be evaluated in HP or kW and, as the input of a pump, or out
put of a turbine are known or .. measured, the flow can be ·calculated 
easily. ' 

HISTORICAL SURVEY. I 

.Since the beginning in 1914 the method·was especially investi- · 
gated in France. First Poirson, alone,· later together .with Barbillon, 
Jried to .measure these• very small temperature differences of about 
0.3 °C as a mean value. Professor Piccard too, when ·teaching physics 
at our school at Zurich, dealt with the problem. But the thermometers 
available at th~t. time proved to be riot adequate;. the res.ults were 
absolutely unsatisfactory and the method was considered a failure,.and 
was abandoned for many years. · 

It was therefore a great step ahead when after World War II in 
1954 the two French.research men,. Willm and Campmas, together 
with other engineers of Electricite de 'France, replaced the direct 
thermometric method by the so-called Thermodynamic Method. The 
main difference consists, as we will see later on, that ,no temperatures 
are measured directly, but compared only, and pressures are measured 
which, when handled· in a special expander, are producing the same· 
temperature _rise as in the machine to be tested. From this beginning 
and. -.yith increa~ing success a great number of field tests, far more 
than 1,000, have, been executed on .turbines and, since 1958 on 
pumps also. Many· publi~ations show this progress (see Bibliography, 
annexed). 

The Swiss Committee for Field Test Codes was at the beginning 
rather reserved. In the .i 957 third edition of the Swiss Test Code we 
mentioned the inethod, but it was considered that .the. method was 
not yet developed in such a manner. to be incorporated in a code as 

. a standard method, but both manufacturers and power plant people. 
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were encouraged .to deal with it iri arranging as- many comparative 
tests as possible. This manner ·of approach -happened to be very suc
cessful so that in the 4th edition just now underway, we will find a 
complete chapter on the method, which is now accepted as a standard 
for field t1:ests, within the limits fixi:;d wi_thin the up-to-date experiences 
for turbines at 330 feet, for pumps ·at 500 feet, approximateiy. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
The advantages of the new method in comparison to the classical 

ones can be presented as follows: -, · 
a) No flow measurement necessary 
b) No· precise ~lectric .power measurement necessary 
c) Few personnel ( 1 to 2 men) necessary to operate the instr"\}-

merits, depending o~ their design · · 
d) Relative short time necessary for installation of instruments, 

. practically_ without disturbing normal service, and prompt 
' availability of the results.· 

· The difficiilties iri the ·use:ofthis method-prove to be rather: _frequent
ly underestimated, not by the specialists them~elves, but by others".{n 
manufacturer companies and power plant staffs wishing to work with 
it. Therefore it is convenient and necessary to mention the main dis•
adv;mtages. 

a) For successful work with this method a well and especially 
trained. personnel with clear knowledge in physical .and in 
gene~al engineering me~suring technique _is required . 

. b) -A small part of the data necessary for the computation of the 
final effi~iency values can only· be measured in an approxi
mate· manner, or has even to be estimated. 

c) • The immediate efficiency result is not the overall guarantee 
efficiency ·value of turbine or pump, but the hydraulic effi~ 
ciency,. as· indirectly· mentioned b1:efore. · 

Therefore ail other _supplementary lqsses, especially the mechanical -
losses in the bearings, have to ·be measured separately or estimated 
by computing. 

_ ·BASIC' RELATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
·· The main symbols and definitions to be used are recollected in 
Table (I). They correspond as closely· as possible to those of the In

. ternational (iEC) Code, and therefore to the new chapter _on the 
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method. in the Swiss Field C~de, already:mentioned before. With this 
it was giveri to use the metric ·system, with the exception of heads, 
in feet, for some p~wer plants, tefe°rred to in chapter_ 14. . . · . 

.. 
Q . [m3/sec· lit/sec j rate of flow (discharge) 

.d D. [m] · diameter of circular pipe 
a A [m2] . sectional area 

Q.Q v=--· ·· a A [m/sec] • Mean velocity 

v2/2g ' [m] kinetic or velocity head 
p [kp/cm2] pressure . 
z [m] elevation above zero-level 
H [m] head 
0 .. [OC] temperature 
p [BHP ·kW] :.Power· 
g . [m/sec2] ,., gravity value 

0 [kp/m3 ] specific weight .· . , 
d scale value o{galvanometer . 

. ·ti . efficiency : . . .. 

TABLE I: Symb~ls, Dime~sions and Definition 

· As basic equations we are· using: 

'H= ..e .,. ·v1- + i! = Hydraulic. energy per . kp_ .(force); expressed in 
. · l • ZJ · · . (m) qfwater columri _ . 

.. , .= :Bf:!rnoulli's total energy 
/, . 1/ = Internal energy per 1 kp (force) 
lH+U)=1J = To_tal en~rgy per 1 kp.(force or weight) 

· H =:· Total energy per 1 kp, furnished by the turbine 
~ . . . . 

· impeller to the shaft . . 
H,, = Total energy· per 1 kp, f'Qrnished to the pump run-

,ner from the shaft · · · 

.. Referdng to Fig 0), we have. the Iocaiions: 
Subscript I : Low pressure side of the machine 
Subscript II : H_igh pressure side of the machine 
Subscript' m : Mean values 
Subscript eT, eP i Ent~arice _in the range of responsibility of the . · 

Turbine or the Pump . · · 
Subscr:ipt aT, aP 

1
: Leaving the range of responsibility of the 

Turbine or.the Pump· 
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Following the principle .of the, conservatio·n of the total energy, 
for a complete system without heat exchange with ·the ambient room, 
and in using Fig. (I) we get: · 

Total energy on the . 
s/de of the pigh pressure = 

. Total energy on the 
side of low pressure + 

Energy on 
the shaft 

or 

. _··1tne of- ! , i,__ ·1 r-..: lone . .,..,r ... i.• .... ,'Ve_ 0 ~rantee_• k>w prea_.. 

I 

II 
~ o,· ~ Pumpe · 

~ Turbine 

. SEVJ.JJ02 

Basic Scheme for Measurement of Energy - 'and Efficiency - Conditions 
with Doubl_e - Expanders in both measureing Zones. 

e Measuring Locations for pressure and Temperature ·• .. 

? Small size Butterfly. - valves with adjustable positions 

· op aT O~tlet Sections 

Qp .Pump discharge 

-.- Orifices 

ep eT 'inlet Se/lions 

_ QT T~rbine discharge · · 

FIG. I: Basic Diagram for the location of the-Me~suring Sections. . ' ' ., . 

As long. as the measuring points I and 2 remain ~ithin. the whole 
region with no heat exchange with the ambient room, they may be, 
located at any suitable section of flow, that- m_eans wh~re .:!I~ • ~;. 

. . . . 
Referring' once more to Fig. (I), showing the {act that location of 

measuring. points within a closed area is of no irnportc1nce, we: state: 

.(H + U'ht = (H + U)~ = Yi + V)f = (H + U)f 

ahct. (H -t Uh= (H + V)~ = (H· + u):' f:=. (H ·+ ut 
6 



. Hu as -the difference of the two (H + U) values ~ay therefore be 
-measured between any freely chosen location within the Zones I and II. 

Following the laws of thermodynJimics we have: 

.. t!v ~={!:ioP~.(,-q111-P,-u+J-:y-~(8ir;.6z)+{Yfr 8 vf) +(z Jl-l ~} . 

or fin~lly, as all is measured i_n [m] of \Vater column: 

tll! = 1o{fll-P:){.-Q111~P1n}1- 'la•(el1-~?-Jl~'ll)+{l11-lz}' 
p = pressure in kp/cm2 

0 ;=: Temperature.of water.in °C . 
c:l( = Correction coefficient# 1 · . . . · , · °'"'~ . M~A~ = adiabatic change of te!llperature at efficiency =:=: ·-.;.cp ~xr ¥ , . .. . . ~.I u · .. 

__ P,,,• · = Correction coefficient# 2, referring ·to the diffe~ences between 
!0G.wl8w,· what is _generally expressed in the f!Ianner of ·ao/t. = 
(:~_.; ,P"') see F.ig. (10) . ,. . . . . . 

. fvkchanical heat equ_ivalent: 

· J= 'IZT~_at!tuo..llJ='I-Z6-Y•CP•~o~)in m/tdt;JC of 0 
Which 

means: At g = gN and CPI = 1 ·kcal/kg we· get an expansion of 
427 m at a temperature change 6f 1 °C F()r ~- machine efficiency 
assumed to qe 100%, we have . (Gu-~)= ll e<tJ. and. ~,,r-= o 
or, now expressed in the main equation: · · 
. · ·• . l l . : .. 

( · (tfu),
00

~ to{FJr-rx)•(,-!,,,)t-(V11;;)+(~a-li) 
From this we get' for the net (m~nometric) head bf a turbine or a 

;::tne Test Hric1o(PeT-~r}U~P~)+(~e\-~;)#-{irer-iClT) 
Hn = 10 · . '\ (, \ /4 z 3 · z) (. · '\ . ~::~l~est _ Hh~,o(fo.[!',,1( 1-lwi1+\Vi1~:~: +-c~A.f~l~f) 

From these measured values and computed heads the correspond
ing efficiencies are received as the following ratios:_ · 

Turbine.:: ttir= ~: 

Pump: 11, nt= H,, 
!Ju 
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.. MEASURING TECHNIQUE 
Two mainvalues have to.be measured with the necessary.precision, 

nam~ly: . · . · . · · . · · 

{ tl,i-:-Hr) =A H at a prec!s!on of 0.4 m of water column · 
. (q,-9.i)'=.te at a pre~1~1on of 1/1,000 °C · _· 

.The_s~ two differences ( H11-llz) and (e6 ~6.z) must be measured 
in a definite and reproducible manner. 
· For doing this four ._main techniques, or methods, tiave · been 
developed to d~te: · 

1) Direct temperature measurement . DM . 
2) Partial expanding (Zero Method) ZM 
3) Auxiliary expanding ··· AE 
4) Total expanding · · . TE 

w"itti. the instruments. available today, and considering the experiences 
recollected up' to date; the methods i and 3 are considered to be 
the mosLsuitable ones· in many cases . .In order t_o simplify these ex~ 
.planati.011s ~ncJ.;,_~_s they. will_ be included· iri the. new chapter of the 
Swiss ·Field ~Test · cbde:· 1 :·shalf oearifr. tlie''"future' with,-these·-two -. - ., -
methods ··only, Furthermore .we are admitting a turbine test · has to . . 
be executed. 

A. ZM·. or Zero Method . 
· This method is ,especially suitable for tests. on Pelton wheels;. on . 

·Francis turbines, and on storage pumps with relatively, high .back 
pressure. . · . . 

. Principle: The pressure pn in the expander is changed until ~ = Sz· 
. which means { 0,r Bz) = O Then we have: f,r = ( P1)0 

1. Procedure: 'At the tapping 2' (see Fig. 1) a probe for total pres-

sure., {f t-fJ2
) is i~tr<?duced in the adduction pipe,. ahe~d ·of .. the 

. spiral tasirig entrance, for example, and a ·quantity of water qir will 
be derivated. This flow of an. amount of 0.2 to 0.5 lit/sec is flow-·· 
.ing through'a press~re valve behind which, at location 2 111

, pressure 
pn and the temperature Ba are measured. : . 
· The measuring section for pl and Bz are after the turbine, in Zone 
I (may be tail race channel with free leveli may be closed section 
after a draught tube). 

_The throttling . valve . at. 2" is adjusted until the instrument ·to 
_measure { Bir- fJ."7) generally a galvanometer, shows = 0. As the 
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piping J:,etween · 2' ·and 2"' quite never _can-be insula_ted in an ideal 
. manner to avoid any heat transfer, at least 3' measurements with 3 
. different qn values. were executid, in order to receive · 3 values ·of. 
(pn)o. · 

At qn- = oo· or equally at 1/qn = ·O no heat .exchange woula 
occur. The. values of (pn)0 are. therefore plotted against the values of 
-1/qn. The straight iine through these values; extrapolated to (i/qn) = 
0, will deliver the value (pn)0 to be introduced in the final equation: 

. t!u « 10.f{Pir)o
0
-PJ•{,~~~-H,.)1-(V.1-·vl \f {"l:1'"frf · · 

. ' ·. . Jf / ' .. 
. . ·. - ~ . . 

B. AE or Auxiliary Expanding . 
Suitable · for · Francis turbines with back pressure arid for storage, 

pumps with a submergence. of less _than.· H11 .( t-1) i~ m. 
' . ' . ' . p ·, . . . .,, 

Principle: Complete (or only partial) calib~ation in (m) of the t.' :.:til;• 
48 measuring equipment ( = galvanometer). · ·· .. , .·_·::_t 

. Procedure: •. l st step: Direct measuremeriL 'i \,, I 

. 8 probe # l _i'n: locati~~. 1 ,: min 1 _" ; pressu_re pr . il, 
6 probe # 2 in' location 2' or in' 2" ; pressure pn 

Result_: dp parts of scale on · A (!) meter. 
With apparatuses where heat ·exchaqge between location 2' or l' 
and the location for temperature measurements cap . be. weli · deter- :, · ";i 
mined, this direct · ~easurement has to be carried · out ·t'or various . ;, 
values of qn anc;l qr; ~ith this (dP)o at 1/q = 0 will be determined 
as for method ZM. ';:· 

2nd siep.· Auxiliary expanding.' 
8probe # 1 in location 2"; pressure p"_ 
{jprobe#2 in location 2"'; pressure p';' 

Result: dP in function of (p" - p'") . . . 
At various (e.g .. 6) positions of the throttling. valve, an.a thus giving 
6 values of (p" - p"'), the po.shions of the throtfiing _valve peing 
chosen to give 3 · values of d higher arid 3 valu_es lower tl:i;m dP .' 

Graphically we get (pll ~- p"')o at d = dP whi~.h value is. introduced 
in ·the ·general equation for Hu:· . · · · · · · · · 

fiu .:;Jo{fu-f}t'i'"di,,-,B,,,)~--.. z t /4,l~vl )~-tz :-1·, ._ .. 
·. [J('. 1: ' . (.;. 23 / <..:• _z~ .... 

~liJ •(,6-1:(hd,w-1,,,)J',,, .. 
9 



wherein the· °'M, and f,. -values are taken for the mean pressure 
. . Ill 

f.,.:; (1''~!) 
For computing.purposes the following substitution is made: 

A =· cal_ibration factor = 

Thus_ g_iving the }inal simplified equation for Hu 

Hu = 10-[&-r.}• {t-~ .. -P .. )a,r+ (v; ;vz:.') W1,)+A-./r 
wherein ( - ) for turbines· ( + ) for pumps 

, . It is of high importance to check the balance of the galvanometer 
for the measurement of ~8 · very"carefully immediately before and 
after the. tests... .... _ .. . . . . · · . 

By these rather few remar1cs•·c5rie ·may-realize that this. thermody- . 
namic method is requiring extensive precaution and well experienced 
personnel. 

'MEASURING MEANS 
It is impossible to describe 1n this paper in detail the apparatuses, 

. especially also because these equipments and instruments are in full 
development. The ~ital parts are the following: . · 

1) Pressure and flow ·pro.bes, ½" to 5h ", resistant against vibra
tions, with openings entering at least 1.5 '.' in the clear section of the 

· flow. As the velocity head (or kinetic head) is contained in numer
ator and in denominator of the efficiency· ratio, the influence on effi
ciency by any error in this measurement of head will generally for 
turbines never exceed an amount of 0.01 % . On the other hand energy 
distribution at the spiral casing outlets of storage· pumps proves to 
be often very irregular. For this reason a doctor thesis work is under 
way now in the Hydraulic Machine Laboratory at Zurich to investi
gate in detail such energy distributions ( = velocity and temperature 
distributions) in storage pumps. These probes are inserted in the.main 
pipe through simple stuffing boxes of l" to 2" ·diameter. 

. 2) ·Expander equipment with provisions to measure pressures and 
temperatures, with a regulating throttle valye in_ between an,d a · 
throttl~ valve or orifice at the outlet (Fig: 2). 

10 



FIG. 2: Double Expander of ETH - Equipment. 

3) Temperature feelers, generally resistance elements of about 
l 00 ohms, made from platinum wire, located in protecting tube. 

4) Indicator for temperature differences, mostly a galvanometer 
with sensibility of approximately l 0-9 amp/ l deg. of scale section, 
and inserted in the diagonal of a doubly adjustable wheatstone 
bridge, with max. 4 mA in the bridge (Fig. 3 & 4). 

5) Adjusting and thermo-feeler balancing container, generally 
thermos bottles, with agitator. 

11 



FIG. 3: Recording Instruments for Temperatures and Pressure . 

FIG. 4: AC- Bridge and Galvanometer. 

6) Precision manometers, today mostly dead weight piston mano
meters completed with additional indicator for small differences (Fig. 
5 & 6). 

The way was long since the first standard equipment appeared on 
the market, at that time a remarkable design and realisation by the 
EdF and Neyrpic Engineers at Grenoble. 

12 



FIG. 5: View of the complete new ETH- Set. 

FIG. 6: ETH - Set installed in the Etzel Power Plant, for demonstrations at 
the 1966 meeting of the "Groupe international des Practiciens de la methode 
thermodynamique". 

13 
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BASIC PROPERTIES OF . WATER · 
The properties of physically and chemically clean water are well 

known although some published values still show clear differences. 
The international tables produced as a resul_t of corresponding meet7 

ings are a~justed to what thermal people need at high temperatures. 
Extrapolated to low temperatures as we have in hydraulic machines, 
between 0°C and ·30°c, they show ma?(imum specific weight d' (or· 
density) at + 5 °C, values for atmospheric pressure. Everybody knows 
that this maximum is to be found at + 4 °C. 

Based on these facts, taking into account the range of temperature 
we are interested in, and knowing about the influence on efficiency 
of the .values finally chosen_ for cpmputing, Mr. ;Paul Weber, first 
Assistant in the Hydraulic Machine Laboratory at ETH, has worked 
out proposals for these important values (Figs. 10 & 11). 

·Fig. (7) shows the values of 'c9mpressibility of water, whilst Fig. 
(8) contains the. 'values of specific heat of water. But as the use of 

... the specific heat Cfjs_not_ al)propriate and therefore not recommen
dable, the· computatio~. today is generally worlcecn:iut-with- the ·co----
efficient. of expansion, G(·, of water, as to be seen in Fig. (9). As a 
result of these proposals, or assumptions, he established a final 
diagram, w~er~in curves are given for pressures, pM,,. in function of_ 

." 1ii'xSO i-1T+-+--+--+--+-t--+-+--+--+' -+--+--+-+-
crr//k~ "r-,..._ 

Compressibility of Water ~ 
· in Functian af pre_ssure p 

and af Temperature 8 

pra~ed° values by We~er 

·Values· by Amagat/De'combes published 1934 
for p = 1 101 20i kp/c"'.. · 

Values .by Daugherty, 1935 
p = 1 101 201 kp/cm 2 

1'1.,._ ..... ~~-
- , '-::: ,, p = 1 kp/cm2 

H-+-+-+-+-l-l-+-+-:+-..P..k-'-1_-"ll~~k~/P = 101 kp/cm2 

' f-"-p= 201.kp/an2 : 

,o +-0 _._...._..........,_'-+,o--'--'--'--'----<21-0 ...._..........,,~C-'--3+-0 

SEYJJ29!1 -{J 

FIG. 7: Compressibility of Water, values by Weber. 
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pressures and temperatures. 

temperature, 6 , for given values of 0(,_. and f11t1 .. These va·lues 
will be adopted for the chapter on thermodynamic· measurements in 
the 4th edition of the Swiss Field Test Code. In a French_ publication 
Mr. Gabaudan, a spec_ialist in this field, stated that these values 
seem to be a ·reasonable compromise and that he is working with 
them at least for. the mo~ent. One thing is. sure: the results of the 
International Steam Table Confere~ce are· not covering our. require~ 

REQUIREMENTS FOR GOOD TESTS 
As I said e;_arlier the difficulties have bee~ somewhat underesti

mated. There are quite a number of conditions to.be fulfilled for mak
ing successful and reliable· tests with the Thermodynamic Method. 
The following list therefore cannot be considered to be complete and 
is especially depending on local conditions. · 

a. Steady conditions on. the hydraulic side. 
b. Steady conditions on th~ thern~ic side, which ofte~ proves to be 

much· more difficult than to be expected and may lead to 
measurements made during the ·. night or even ·. during winter 
time only. 
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c. No change in chemical structure of the. water during its flow 

through the apparatuses; special attention when marshy ground· 

. is present. 
d. · If there is a temperature gra:die11t during the measureing time, 

· a special correction on the ff u values will be· necessary by 

approximation. · 
e. If as usual to a certain amount, a heat exchange takes place be

tween the surrounding and the _'¥ater leading parts· of the equip

ment, a similar correction. on JJ11 has to be made. 
f. Pay· attention to the hot air channels of the electric machines, as 

heat exchange may occur to the water in· the tailrace, between 

the machine and the section of the temperature to be. measured. 

g. Within the measuring system as defined at the beginning no cool

ing water may be introduced, or cooling pipes be in operation. 

This may call fqr special provisions ·at the time of design of th7 
plant. 

h. ·cooling_water for·seal·rings-and similar devices.must be diverted· 

and its quantity and temperature has. to. be measured, which, 

will permit a further correction of Hu. · · 

i. Sufficient space ~ust be provided in)sectiol,is I and II to introduce 

· the probes and, eventually, to. locate the ·expanders close to the 

main pipes. 
k. In free sections of 1 the. tailrace. special consideration must be 

given to the selection of the location of measuring section I. If 

this section is not accessible to explore the whole section for 

temperature distribution, then special means with remote con-· 

trol have fo be provided. 
l. If there exist doubts. about the constancy of conditions with 

varaiable loads or pressures two or more measuring sections 

have to be used, especially on the "high pressure side. 

m .. Sufficient distance between the galvanometer and any electric 

machine has to be provided. 
n. If possible all manometers should be calibrated in site, ~ith the 

plant at a standstill, using the geodetically measu.red water 

column for compari$on. The result of this calibration has to be 

compared with the 'fl,;, values, thus producing valuable infor

mation on the properties of the local plant_ water. 
o. If possible all pressure_s (of one side of the ma~hine) should pe 

measured with the same instrument. .. ":· · 

p: The ier9 check of the temperature prob:J} has to be made imme

diately b·efore a,nd after each series ofititts. 
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This selection of items shows that, .exactly as. for any other m~thod, 
'· quite precise. conditions . must be fulfilled to run thermodynami~ 

tests successfully. · · 

. ACCURACY AND LIMITS OF APPLICATION 
The higllest accuracy will generally be r:eached with the Zero Method, 

. because with it pi'acticc,tlly only the following items will_ be affected 
by.errors: 

1) .pressure difference .measurement 
2) ·<t m values . · 
3)· additionaLlosses (or corrections) 

The accuracy will be somewhat reduced by using the method of 
auxiliary. expanding because the error _in calibration has· to be_ a.9d~d, . 
anq. because·-the __ direct measurement and the calij,ration itself c~m
not be executed at the sa'me · time. 

·The basic error, computed from the 3 individ~al errors on: · . ' - .. . ~ . . . 
Net Head : jH 

· Total Energy Head .fHu 
.d,n ~ value j} (/-ctm)· 

is given by the equation: . 

1 

In order to keep all auxiliary losses (or corrections) b~low a certain . 
total percentage of the whole. efficiency, -the following limits_ should 
be respected: . · 

If additional losses are measured tJ ~ ~ 5 % 
If additional losses ar_e calculated •Jlfl <, 1 % . 

Provided that these limits are respected, as well as the _conditions 
cited in the section on ·requirements for good tests, the total measur
ing error which will be present may be computed -from the basic 
.error by :multiplying it with the following factors, established sta- , 
tistically from the results av_ailable tod_ay from a big number of tests . 

. Multiplying factor 
for 

· Pelton wheels 
Francis turbines 
Storage pumps'. . · 
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COMPUTATION OF FLOW 
If; in ·addition to the thermodynamic• measurements of efficiency, 

the shaft power (electric power. + losses) has been measured, and 

if the mechanical losses. in the bearings and so on are known, thus 
changing . th~ _ hydraul,ic efficiencies into overall efficiencies of the 

r~spective ·· hypraulic machine, the flow value may be computed 

frOrri'the folio.wing equations: 
Turbine: iOi· PT ~ 
Pun:ip: . 102• Yl,p 

flt"K· li•H. i"·~W 
. PP~=)'.• Q;H. i,r l(k/ 

TEST RESULTS . . 
It"_~iffr~e "\rite.resting finally to deal- with some typical results with 

the ffferffidd'yhamic Method. . 
·~ ... ,.. ,).j ,·, ~ •• : .. . . . : . . . . 

····Bodid;Pelfon Wheel. The Bodio turbine was so small (900kW) that 

with local conditions proving to be very exceptional, we proposed 

. _ the fi'ew method.' Fig. (12) shows· the general measuring arrange
meriis:· The turbine. preSS\lre pipe is branched to the main penstock, 

some 180 feet above the ~ain ·power- plant. -It is a dou_ble nozzle, 

single wheel unit.with horizontal shaft. Fig. (13) contains the {of M+ 
· Pm }and the //w, values used for computations.·· . ·. 

In Fig. (14) the readings on the dead weight manometer versus 
the galvanometer readings are shown. Experience shows that· these 
curves can be. tepl~ced ,by_ straight lines .. The re·sults of these field 

. ac·ceptance __ tests are shown in Fig. (15)°. 
, B0010 PL.ANT 

Pe.lion Wheel 

Test A~,o~geme"nfl 
and · le'veh 

f] ___ _ 
;_ c.20,. 

,. . ..., 

-----'-----------,~LE=.v=E~Ls~_--~I 

lobove Floor 
.!!!. 

., (66 Spring Man. , 

,. a11· Dea~. Man 

•ponde,· 

..:::;) Jet 

Floor. 

Weirs 
Tailr.Pipe fi 

FIG. 12: Bodio Plant, General Measuring Arrangement.• 
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BO01O · T~STS 

-2L-----L---'-..J.._-'---"----'--+--'--...L...----'------'---'---,...;~ 

4, -6. · .. 8 .,.10.· 12 . -14 16 18 ·.20 

.· w~ YER . TEMPERATURE in °t 
. FIG. 13': Bodio, valU<;!S of «,...ind_ p,,,. used for 5.omput~_tip~-: 

Vianden Pu~ped S(orag; fl~nt. T~_eie ~x.tr:m~_ly conclusive and 
reliable field tests have been described -'by Vaucher · in the· Escper . 

·· ·wyss :NewiLThese test-were performed on the .turbine and the Pump 
of Unit# 2. Fig. (16) contains- the whole measuring arrangerti.ents. 
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The results found on the Francis turbine are represented,in Fig. {17), 

those ofthe Storage pump in Fig. (18) .. 
In his . paper on a 4-year experience with the Thermodyn~mic 

· Metqod, Mr. Vaucher of the Escher Wyss Manufacturing Company · 

has, published a number of test results, from whom we have chosen 

the following ·four typical examples: 
· Fig ( 19) Schwarzenbach, Pelton wheel, H = 1160 ft 

Fig. (20) Hemsil I, Francis turbine, .H = 1670 ft 

.fig: (21) Loebbia, Pelton wheel H • = 24'20 ft 

. Fig. (22) Liinersee, Pelton -.yheel H. = 3050 "ft 
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The agreement with the results from conventional tests, generally 
flow measu.rements made with current meters, proves to be remark-
ably.· good. . · . . 

Skiok Power Plant. This test result, communicated by Prof. Knut 
Alming from the Technical University at Trondheim, Norway, is very 
interesting because of the fact that it has been obtain~d with direct 
temperature measurement, using . modern quariz thermometers (Fig. 
23). , . 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
The.Thermody~amic Method, by measuring pressures and comparing 

temperat1.1;res, is well developed and established in Europe so that 
now~days it is admitted for Standard Acceptance Tests to be executed. 
It is replacing conventional methods in a very favourable manner in 
making tests easier or even possib~e. Nobody will go to contest it 
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. . more or even. to doubt as it was at the beginning. It will. be frnproved 
- ·-----and developed••in- a:-rapid ·manp.er--in--the_near_f.uJt1f~..:_As far as ~e 

can see today .this development will be directed in .the -following 
most important fields. · ~ · · · 

a .. Improvement: of pressure measurement. Today the ·1ower '1evel is 
fixed at 330 ft for turbines and.at 500 ft for ·pumps·'..._.perEap~ 
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in the near future the use of. the method fo~ heads even iower than 
· 300 ft will be possibie, as successful test r~sult;, realized, under 

especially good test conditions, are already av·ailable. 
b. Use for detail research on prototypes and in the laboratory. Par7 

tial efficiencies have been measured showing the temperature 
· distribution ~nd thus the· energy -distribution. in_ the housings · 
of· Pelton wheels. Many other fields of application have been 
detected quite recently. · . . . . . 

c. Orte ver/ interesting and. import;mt field of application will be 
the u~e : in· mdisuring . effidencies of big boiler feed.ing pumps. 
It is ~ell known that these pu,mps generaliy cannc>t be measured 
under. true working conditions. in .the manufacturer's workshop, 
and that field· tests . .in ~ tlw _st~am p~~er, .. pla'nt prove to be very 
difficult. Today result~ of. comparative ,tests with conventional 
methods are available from plants where the boiler· feeding 
pump was driven by an elect~~S -motor, duly calibrate"a-'-before 
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the tests. In their paper, presented in 1963 to the VDI meeting 
·at Freiburg, West~rn Germany, Roegener ai:id Arens~Fischer 
expres'i; thefr firm opinion that ,the Thermodynamic Me_thod is . 
called to become· the most reliable one for measuring efficiencies 
of boiler feedirig pumps, especially when they are driven by 
condensating steam t~rbi~es. . - . 

d.· Finally, and goirig back to the first idea .of Poirson, the direct 
therrr1ometric measurement will be developed, within the limits 
of accuracy of the -modern thermometers of the · quartz type 
and others, now available. Whether it will replace or riot the 
indirectly working Thermodynamic Method as it stands today, 

· is fully open. 
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UNUSUAL AS~ECTS OF HYDRAULIC TRANSIENTS 
IN PUMPING PLANTS* 

By 
JOHN PARMAKIAN** 

SYNOPSIS 
The computational procedures for the analysis of hydraulic tran

•sients in pump discharge lines with electric motor driven pumps has 
been known for many years. It started with the basic waterhammer 
contributions foi: valve operation by Joukousky and Allievi over 60· 
years ago. This was followed by many others in later years with the 
application of numerical, graphical, and high speed computer tech
niques. Although the mechanics of computation of the hydraulic 
transients· in pump dischiµ-ge lines has advanced rapidly in· recent 
years, there· are. a number of unusual aspects which are still trouble-

.. some.-lt is-the·purpose-of-this-paper .. to QJ,"jng_sO_J:E:e of these to the 
reader's attention. _ --- - -~ · --

GENERAL CO~SIDERA TIO NS 
SCOPE OF PAPER: The aim of this paper i~

0

threefold. The first and 
major portion of the paper contains a. discussion. of some practical · 
and unusual aspects of hydraulic transients in pumping plants which 
are som(;!times overiooked. The second is to call attention to the avail
able waterhammer solutions in the engineering' literature which pro
vid~ a ready solution of the hydraulic transients in pumping plants 
for a variety of water hammer control devices. Finally, there is _a 
discussion on the observed and computed transients in pumping 
installations with ~arious types of pressure control devices·: . . 

. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS: A number of assumptions were made in the 
derivation of the fundamental waterhamrper equations· and in the 
solution of the hydraulic transients in pumping systems. These 
assumptions irivolve the physical properties- of the fluid and pipe
line, the kinematics of the flow, . and the transient re~ponse of the 
pump as follows: . . . 

(I) The fluid in the p1pe system is elastic, of homogeneous density, 
and is always in the liquid state. 

(2) The pipe wall material. or .conduit is homogeneous, isotropic, 
and elastic. · • 

(3) The velocities and 'pressures in the pipeline, which is always 
flowing full, are uniformly distributed over any transverse_ cross 
section: 
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· (4) The velocity head in the pipeline is negligible when compared 
· to the pressure changes .. 

(5) At any time during the pump transient, when operating in the 
zones of· pump operation,· energy dissipation, and turbine operation, 
there is an instantaneous agreement at the pump, as defined by the 
steady ·state complete pump characteristics, of the pump speed and 
torque corresponding to ·the transient head .and flow which exist at 
that ·momerit at the pump. · 

(6) The length between the inlet and outlet of the pump is so short 
that waterhammer waves propogate between them instantly: 

(7) Windage effects of the rotating· elements of the pump and 
motor during the transients are negligible. 

(8) · Water- ievels at the intake and discharge reservoirs do. not. 
change during the transient period. 

· HIGH AND LOW HEADPUMPINGSYSTEMS:Waterhammeris 
of greater importance at low head pumping systems than/at high 
head systems. The no.rmal .steady water velocities in both h,igh head 
and low head pumping. systems are usually of about the sallle order 
of magnitude. However, the pressure changes are proportional to 

. the rate of change in the velocity of the water in the line. Then, ·for 
a ·given rate of change in the. velocity, the pressure changes in the 
high and low head pumping systems are of about the s·ame order of 
magnitude. Therefore, a head rise of a given amount w~mld be a 
larger proportion of the pumping head at a low head pumping sys-
tem than at a high head system. · 

DISCHARGE LINE PROFILE: The pump discharge line profile is 
usually based on economic, topograP,hic -~_nd land right-of-way con
siderations. Howe\'.er, in selecting the alignment along which a pump 
discharge line is to be located, there are other considerations which· 
often. make one pipeline profil~ an.d alignment more favorable than 
another.· For. example, upon a power failure at the pump motors, 
the envelope of the maximum downsurge gradient along the length 
of the pipeline is a concave curve.' Therefore, it may be possible to 
avoid the use of expensive pressure control devices at a pumping 

. plant' if the pipeline profile is also concave and ·is not located too. 
far above the downsurge gradient curve. In some cases it may even 
be economical to lower the profile of tp.e discharge line at the critical 
locations by deeper excavation. This was done at several large pump- · 
ing plant installations and as a result some large expensive surge 
tanks were eliminated. If a surge tank at the pumping plant is 
definitely required, the most favorable pipeline profile is one with 
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high ground near the pumping ·plant where the surge tank structure 

above the natural ground line would be much shorter· in height: 
RIGID WATER COLUMN THEO,RY: The question is often 

raised as to whether the rigid water column theory of waterhammer 

is sufficiently accurate for the computation of the hydraulic transients. 

in pump discharge lines. In the rigid water column theory tht: water: 

is assumed to be incompressible and the pipe walls rigid. In the 
author's experience, the accuracy of the rigid water· column theory 

is often questionable · for most of the waterhainmer problems that 

occur in pump discharge lines. However, .it can be used with suffi-· 

cient accuracy in the analysis of the transients in pipelines with suc.h 
devices. as surge tanks and air chambers. With these devices the 

velocity changes in the pump discharge line are substantially reduce_d. 
WATERHAMMER WAVE VELOCITY: A number of articles 

have appeared in "the technical literature during the past decade on 

the analysis of the wave velocities in steel pipes with various types .of 

fixity. However; the differences in-the nuh).erical.value.of the.wave_ _ 

, velocities as computed by these various analyses and those given 
in Reference 1 are in.significant. It is also difficult to determine 

accurately the waterhammer wave velocity in rock tunnels because 

the elastic ,properties of the rock throughout the length of the tunnel 
are seldom known. As a practical matter a difference of 10 to 20 
per cent in the magnitude of the waterhammer wave velocity usually 

has· very little effect on the critic.al hydraulic transients in most 

pump discharge lines. The effect on the hydraulic transients of a 
possible error in the wave velocity can be verified by first computing 

the wave velocity as accurately as possible, and then recomputing 

the_ transients for the critical cases with a wave velocity which is 

about 20 percent different. At installations where alternative ma
terials for the. pipeline such as steel or concrete are being investi-

. gated, qrie waterhammer wave velocity and solution for the hy

draulic transients for either alternative will usually suffice regardless 

of the pipe material finally selec~ed. 
Pl PELI NE SIZE: The diameter of the pipeline is usually determined 

from ~conomic considerations based upon steady state pumping 
conditions. However, the waterhammer effects in a pump discharge 

line can be reduced by increasing the. size of the discharge line 

since the velocity changes in the larger pipeline will be less. This 

is usually an expensive method for reducing waterhammer i_n pump 
discharge lines, but there are sometimes occasions, such as in small 

pipelines, where an increase in pipe size. may be justified to avoid 
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the use. of more expensive waterhammer control devices. 
NUMBER OF PUMPS: The number of pumps connected "to each 

pump discharge . lirie : is usually determined from· the operational 
requirements of the installation, availability of pumps, and other 
economic considerations. However, the number arid size of pumps 
connected to each discharge line·. has some effect on the hydraulic. 
transients .. For pump start-up the more the number of pumps on 
each discharge line the smaller the pressure rise. Moreover, if there 
is a malfunction· at one of the pumps or control· valves, a multiple · 
pump installation on each discharge line would be preferable to a 
single pump installation because the flow changes in the discharge 
· line due to such a malfunction woul~ be less. When a simultaneous 
power failure occurs at au· of the pump ·motors, the fewer the num
ber of pumps on a discharge line, the smaller are th~ . hydraulic 
transients. For a giveri total flow in the discharge line, a large num
ber of smaller pumps .an~ motors will have considerably less total_ . 
~inetic energy in the rotating parts than a fewer number of pumps. 
Consequently, for the same total flow, the waterhammer effects due 
to a power failure are a minimum when there is only one pump • 
connected to each discharge line . 
. FLYWHEEL EFFECT (WR2): Another method for reducing the 

waterhammer effects in pump discharge lines is to provide additional 
flywheel effect (WR 2) in the rotating element of the motor. As 
an average the· motor usually provides about 90 per cent of the 
combined flywheel effect of the rotating elements of the pump and 
motor. Upon a power failure at the motor, the increased kinetic 
energy of the rotating parts of the motor and pump will reduce the 
rate of change in the flow of water in the discharge line. As a rule 
of thumb, an increase of 100 per cent in the WR2 of large motors· 
can usually be obtained· at an increased cost of about 20 per cent 
of the original cost of the ·motor. Ordinarily, an increase in WR2 is 
not an economical method for reducing waterhammer, but it might 
be possible in marginal cases to eliminate .other more expensive 
pressure control devices. · 

SPEC/ FIC SPEEQ OFPUM PS: For a given pipeline and steady flow 
conditions, the maximum head rise which can occur in a discharge 
line subsequent to a power failure, where the rev_erse flow passes · 
through the pump depends first on the magnitude of the maximum 
reverse flow which can pass .through the pump during the energy 
dissipation and turbine operntion zones, and then upon the reduced 

. flow which can pass through the pump at runaway speed in reverse. 
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Upon a power failure the radial flow (low specific speed) pump will 
.produce slightly more downsurge than the axial flow (high specific 
speed) pump {see Reference· 5). The radial flow pump will also pro
duce the highest head rise upon a power failure if the reverse flow 
is permitted to pass through the pump. There is practically no head 
rise at mixed flow and axial flow pumps when a power failure occurs. 
Hence, the results obtained for radial flow pumps for the hydraulic 
transients due to a power failure will give conservative results of the 
downsurge and upsurge for any type of pump. During a power fail
ure with no valves, the ·highest reverse speed is reached by the axial 
flow ·pump and the lowest by the radial flow pu~p. Care must there
fore be taken to prevent damage to the motors with the higher 
specific speed pumps because of these higher reverse speeds. 

Upon pump start-up against an initially closed check valve, the 
axial flow pump will produce the highest head rise in the discharge 
line since it also has the highest shut-off head. On pump start-up 
a radial flow pump will produce.a nominal _heaci ris~_but an axial 
flow pump can produce a head rise of several times the static head. 

·COMPLETE PUMP CHARACTERISTICS: In order to deter
mine the transient conditions due to a power failure at the pump 
motors, the waterhammer wave phenomena in the pipeline, the ro
tating inertia of the pump and motor, and the complete pump charac
teristics, as shown in References I and 5, as well as other boundary 
conditions and head losses must be known. In the solution of water
hammer problems with computers, the complete pump characteris
tics are usually approximated by a. polynomial expression in which 
the coefficients of the polynomial are obtained by fitting a represen
tative curve through 3 adjacent points at specific locations on the 
pump characteristics diagram. Pump manufacturers sometimes pro-· 

. vide limited information to. determine these coefficients .. However, 
a comparison between the polynomial values and the complete 
pump characteristics diagram indicates serious discrepancies in many 
cases especially in the zone of energy dissipation: Care must there-· 
fore be exercised in the use of an approximate polynomial expression 
as a substitute for the correct complete pump characteristics, to in-
sure that a serious error does not result in the computation of the- - - -
hydraulic transients. 

COMPLEX PIPING SYSTEMS: As noted 'above in the basic 
assumptions, the waterhammer theory is · strictly applicable for a 
pipeline of uniform characteristics. However, for waterhammer pur
poses a complex piping system can be reduced to a satisfactory equiv-
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alent uniform pipe system. The approximations are made by neglect
ing the wave. transmission effects at the junctions and-points of dicon
tinuity and by utilizing the rigid water column theory. The pertinent 
waterhammer equations are then found to be analogous to -those 

· used in electrical circuits. In practice the.waterhammer analysis with 
these approximations .will_ usually be found to give more conserva
tive. results than those experimentally obtained· for .the actual .pipe 
system. For a pipeline with a step-wise change in. the diameter the 
equivalent length of -uniform pipe is .given in Reference 10. 

AVAILABLE W ,1 TERH,4.MMER . :sOI,UTIONS: The. water
hammer solutions .for various types of hydraulic transient problems 
in pumping plants are given in conyenient chart form in Reference 1. 
These include the following: · . . 

( 1) Hydraulic transients at the pump a_nd midlength of the pump 
discharge lines for radial flow pumps with reverse flow . passing 
through the-pumps. 

(2) Surge tanks. 
(3) Air chambers. . . • 

In. addition to _the. solutions noted. above, References 2,. 3, 4 and 
5. also provide some additional waterhammer solutions in co~venient 
chart form. These ·waterhammer solutions will be described in more 
detai.l below. . · . 

POWER FAILURE AT PUMP MOTORS 
'r'ITH°NO VALVESAT THE PUMP: When.the power suppiy ·to 

the pump motor is .·suddenly cut off,·· the only energy that is left to 
drive the pump in the forward direction is the kinetic energy of the 
rotating elements- of the pump and motor. Since this energy is small 
when compared to that ·required to maintain the flow of water against 
the discharge head, the reduction in· the pump speed· is very' rapid. 
As the pump· speed reduces, the flow of water in the discharge line 
adjacen~ to the pump is also reduced. As a result of -these rapid 
flow changes, waterhammer wav·es of increasing subnormal pressure 
are formed "in the· discharge· line at the pump. These subnormal pres
sure waves move rapidly up the discharge line· to the·discharge out
let where complete_ wave reflections occur. Soon the speed of the 
pump is reduced to a point where ·no water can be delivered against 
the existing head. If there is no c<;mtrol valve· at the pump, the flow 
through the pump reverses, although the pump may still be ·rotating 
in the forward direction. The speed of the pu_mp now drops more. 
rapidly and passes through zero speed.· Soon the maximum reverse 
flow passes through the pump: A short time later the pump; acting 
as a: turbine, reaches runaway ·speed in reverse. As the pump 
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approaches runa\\'._ay · speed, the ·reverse flow through the. pump is 

reduced. For radial flow pumps this rapid reduction in the reverse 

flow produces a pressure rise at the' ·pump and along the length of 

the discharge line. 
For a given set of radial flow (low· specific speed) pump charac

teristics, the· results ·of a large number of waterhammer solutions 

are given iH chart form in Reference ·1. These charts furn~sh a con-

venient method for obtain_ing the hydraulic · transients at the p1mip • 

and · mid-length· of the. discharge line when no control valves are 

present at the pump. Although the charts are theoretically applicable 

to one ~rticular set of ra~ial flow pump ·cha,racteristics, they ~e 

useful for estimating the waterhammer effects- iri any pump dis-

charge line which is equipped with radial flow pumps. If the friction: 

head: tn the discharge line during normal pumping operation is more 

than ~20 per cent of t~e total pumping ~ead, and provide<! that 

water·column separation does not occur, the maximum head at the 

· pump with· reverse flow• passing-through the pumps will not exceed 

'the initial pumping head. (See Reference 2.) · · · 

PUMPS EQUIPPED WITH CHE.CK.VALVES:.There are a num

ber of problems-asociated with the use of check valves in pump dis

charge lines. Under steady flow conditions the· pump disch~rge. keeps 

the check valve open .. However, when the flow through the pump re

verses subsequent to a power failure, the check valve closes • very 

rapidly· under the action of the reverse flow and the resulting dy

namic forces on the check valve .disc. Under these conditions the head 

rise in· the discharge line at the check valve is about equal to the 

·he\id drop which existed at the moment of flow reversal. However, 

as shown. in Reference I, in the event that the check valve closure 

upon flow reversal is momentarily delayed . due to hinge friction, 

·malfunction, or inertial characteristics of the check valve, the maxi

mum head rise in the discharge line at the check valve .is considerably 

• higher. On the other hand, if the check valve closure can be accomp-

lished slightly in advance of tl_ie time of flow reversal, the head rise 

in the pump discharge line at the check valve is lower than that 

obtained with the check valve which .clo§es .~t ~h~ E!.<:>mt:.~t of flow 
reversal. This feature is utilized by a number of check valve -manu: - ... _ .. 
facturers by providing· spring loaded or lever arm weighted devices 

on the check valve hinge pins to assist in closing the valve discs 

before the flow reverses. With these devices the hydraulic forces on 

the valve disc under normal flow _conditions must be sufficient to 

overcome the sping or lever arm weight forces in order to keep 'the 
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check valve disc wide open so that the head losses at the. valve will 
be a minimum. · 

CHECK ·v ALVE SLAM:_ In addition to the. waterhammer phe
nomena noted above, there is another difficulty which . often· occurs 
with check valves in pumping plattt' installations. This involves the 
objectionable slamming of the check valve discs against their seats up
on closing. Upon a power failure, for the same pumping head condi
tions, short discharge lines will produce a· much more severe check 
valve disc slam than long discharge lines for the same check valve. 
For long.discharge lines the water in the pipeline takes a longer time 
to slow ~own and to reverse its direction. This ~rmits the check va~ve 
disc more time to adjust its closing movement. to the ftow changes be
fore an appreciable reverse flow has been established at the valve. In 
short pump discharge lines the water coll!mn reverses in much less 
tim~, and unless· the valve disc can close. ~ery quickly, the w~ter in 
the discharge line will attain a high reverse velocity. This will accelerate 
the closing movement_ of the disc and cause it to seat with a con
siderable slam. For check valve slam purposes; pump discharge 
lines which are equipped with surge tanks ·or air chambers at the 
pumping plant perform as very short discharge Jines. Upon ~ power 
failure,, with such pressure control devices, there is only a slight 

·. reduction in the head .at the discharge side of the pump and con
sequently the flow reversal at the check valve occurs very rapidly. 

Check ·valves in pump discharge lines· may be grouped into two 
general classes, namely, rapid-closing check valves or slow~closing 
check valves. From the considerations noted above, the primary re
quirement for a check valve upon a po.wer failure is that it should 
close quickly before· a substantial reverse flow has been established. 
When this primary requirement for a fast closing check valve can
not be met due· to the flow characteristics of the ·system as noted . 
above and the design of the check valve, another alternative is to 
provide a device such as a dash-pot which will slow down or cushion 

· the iast portion of the check valve closure. This feature has been 
utilized by a number of check valve manufacturers. 

CONTROLLED VALVE CLOSURE: A method ofanalysis is given 
in Reference 1 for determining the hydraulic transients in a pump 
discharge line subsequent to a power failure at the pump motors, 
when there is a controlled· closing of a . valve on the discharge side 
of the pump. In this method of analysis it is assumed that either 
the ·pump or the controlled closing valve controls the flow, which
ever permits the least flow to pass through the system. Experimental 

. . . I 
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evidence at. several large pumping plants indicates that this .method 
-of analysis is reasonably accurate (see References 6 and. 7). 

Another method of analysis. which ·is sometimes used is to include 
the effect of the closing valve as a variable concentrated .head loss 
at the discharge side ofthe pump. The use of such a head loss concept 
is somewhat tedious. However, it does provide a method for .com
puting the changes in the pump speed throughout the entire transient,. 
as well as the head and flow changes in the discharge line. For prac
tical purposes the pressure changes obtained by "oth methods are 
comparable. · 

At most pumping plants the use of a single spe·ed valve closure 
upon a- power failure will limit the ,head rise in the discharge line 
to an acceptable value. However, it will usually be found that with 
the optimum single speed closure some reverse rotation bel9w the 
maximum runaway speed of the unit in reverse will occur. If it is 
desired from other· consid.erations to prevent or ·to limit the reverse 
speed of·the ·unit, a two ·speed valve clbsure can -be. used. In such 
cases the discharge valve should close the major portion· of its 
stroke very rapidly. up to. about the moment that the flow reverses. 
It should then coinplete the remainder of its stroke at.a sloyver. rate 
in order to limit the pressure rise in the discharge line to an accep
table value. At.pumping plants where there are more than one pump 
on the same discharge line, a compromise must.be obtained on ,the 
optimum single speed and two speed closure rates for the various 
combination of pumps which might be in operation at the time of 
·a power failure. 

SURGE SUPPRESSORS: Surge suppressors are sometimes used in 
pumping plants to control the pressure rise that occurs in · pump 
discharge lines subsequent to power interruptions. A typical .surge 
suppressor consists of a pilot-operated valve which. opens quickly 
after a power interruption through the loss of power -to. a solenoid, 
of by a sudden pressure reduction at the surge suppressor. This valve 
provides an opening .for releasing the reverse flow of water. The 
valve is later closed at a slower rate by the action e>f a dash-pot to 
control the pressure rise as the reverse flow of water is shut off. A 
properly sized and field adjusted surge suppressor can reduce the 
pressure rise in the discharge line to any desired value including no 
pressure rise. The charts given in Reference 3 can be used to deter-
mine the required _flow capacity of the surge suppressor. . 

The proper field adjustment of a surge suppressor is very impor
tant. If the surge suppress~r opens too rapidly subsequent to a power 
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failure, the downsurge at the pump and· along the discharge line pro
file would be more than if no surge suppressor was present. As ·a 
result a water .column separation condition may actually be produced 
in the discharge line by a faulty opening action of the surge suppres
sor. If -the ·surge suppressor closes · too" r~pidly after the maximum 
reverse flow has been established, a large pressure rise will occur .. 

WATER COLUMN SEPARATION: Water column separation in a 
pump discharge line subsequent to a power failure at the pump 
motors occurs whenever the momentary hydraulic gradient reduces 
the· pressur<:! in the discharge .. line to the vapor pressure of water.· 
Whenever this condition occurs, the normal waterhammer solution 
is no longer valid. If this subatmospheric pressure condition ipside 1 

. the pipe persists for a sufficie'rit period, the liquid water in the dis
charge line· parts · and is separated by a section of water and vapor: 
Whenever possible, water column separation ·should be avoided be
.cause of the potentialiy high pressure rise which often results when 
the two ·liquid water columns rejoin. 

An accurate solution of the hydraulic transients in pump discharge 
lines where water -column separation occurs, which includes all of 
th_e pertinent factors, is quite tedious·. As an example, a detailed 
graphical waterhammer solution. utilizing the elastic water column 
theory; and including the inertial of the pump and, motor, is given 
in Reference 8. A subsequent paper (see Reference ·9) ·provides a 
simpilfied approximate waterhammer solution for the water column 
separation phenomena in pump discharge lines; . In this paper the 
following assuptions are made·: 

( 1) The rigid water column theory is utilized until ·the instant that 
the separated water columns rejoin;· 

(2) The effect of the pum~ ai:id motor rotating inertia on the 
dece.leration of the water columns upstream or down.stream of the 
separation are i:iegle~ted. . . 

(3) The cushioning effect of the small amount of air, if any, whiGh 
enters the pipeline at the point of separation is neglected. 

The referenced paper gives the necessary equations for computing 
the total interface separation of the water columns, the velocity 
of the columns at the moment the columns rejoin, and the maximum 
head rise due to the rejoining of the water column's. The results ob
tai'ned by this latter -method are conservative when compared to 
field observations arid the more detailed method of analysis noted 
above. 
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QUiCK-OPENJNG SLOW-CLOSING VALVES: A quick-opening 
. slow-closing valve can be ·used to limit the pressure rise at the 
high . points in the discharge line where water column separation 
occurs: When the pressure in the pipeline at the point of. water 
column separation drops below a predetermined value• for which the 
valve is set, ·the. valve opens quickly and a small amount of air -is 
admitted into the pipeline. After the upper ·water column in the 

I 
{ 

· pipeline stops, reverses, and returns to the .point of separation near · • 
the valve, the valve is now wide open. At first the air and water 
mixture, and then clear water discharges through the valve. The open 

, valve pro~ides a nearby point of relief and reduces the pressure rise 
due •to the rejoining of the. water columns. The valve is later closed 
slowly under the action of a dash-pot so that the head rise in the dis
charg~ line at the valve location due· to shutting off the reverse flow 
is noi objectionable. Whenever these valves are. used, precautions 
should be taken to ins.ure that they are properly sized, field adjusted 

. to the proper opening and closing· times, and adequately protec!~d · 
against freezing. · 

ONE-WAY SURGE TANKS: Theon~-way surge tank which was in
troduced . by the writer about 10 years ago (see Refernce 8) is an 
effective and economical pressure c~ntrol device for use at locations 
where water column separation occurs. Numerous pipelines are now 
in service with one or more one-way surge tanks in the 'discharge 
line system. A one-way surge tank is a small tank filled with water 
to a level far below the hydraulic gradient. It is connected to the 
main pipeline with check valves which are held closed by the dis
charge line .pressure. Upon a power failure, when. the head in. the 
discharge iine at the one-way surge tank drops below the head 
corresponding to the water level in the tank, the check valve opens 
. quickly and the tank starts to_. dra:in, thus filling the void formed 
by the separation of the water columns. When ·the flow in the upper 
column starts to reverse, the check valves at the one-way tank close 
before· any. appreciable r~verse flow is establish_ed .in the discharge 
line. Thu~, the pressure rise due to the rejoining of the water- columns .... 

. is avoided. The connecting pipes to the orie-way surge tanks which 
have· been· built and field tested ·to date have been equipped with 
more 'than one non-slam type check valves. The initial level of water 

· in the one-way surge tank is usually maintained automatically with 
flo'at control valves. It should be notep that the one-way surge tank 
does not act during the starting up cycle of the pump discharge line, 
and that -it must also be protected against freezing. 
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AIR CHAMBERS: An effective device for controlling the pressure 
· surges ih a long pump discharge line is a hydrq-pneumatic tank or 
·air chamber. The air chamber is usually_ located at the pumping plant. 
The air chamber can be of -any dt!sired configuration and may -be 
placed in a .vertical, horizontal or sloping P9Sition. The lower portion 

. -of the chamber contains water, while- the upper portion contains 
compressed air. The desired air-water levels are maintained with 
float level ~ontrols and _ an air. compressor. When. a p~wer failure 
occurs at the pump motor, the head and flow developed·by the pump 

· decreases rapidly. The compressed air- in the air chamber_ then ex
pands and forces water out of the bottom- of the chamber into_ the 
discharge line, thus minimizing the. veloc~ty changes. and water
hammer effects in the discharge line. __ When the pump· speed is 
reduced to the point where it cannot deliver water against the exist~ 

. ing li"ead, which i~ usually a: fraction of;a second after po.j.er fail-
ure, the check valve at the discharge side of the pump closes -rapidly, ·I 

and the pump theri slows down to a stop. A short time; .later the. ,, , 
water in the discharge line slows down to a stop, re~erses, and flows 
back . in,to the air chamber. As the reverse flow enters the chamber, 
usually through a throttling orifice, _ the air volume in the chamber 

· decreases and a _ heal rise above· the pumping head occurs in .the 
discharge line. The magnitude of this head rise depends on the volume 
of air -which has been pr_ovided in the tank. For -estimating purposes 
the total volume of the air chamber can usually be -taken as about 
5 per cent of the total volume of the 'discharge line. · · 

The. results of a iarge number of graphical waterhammer-_air cham
ber solutions using the elastic -water column theory is given in con
venient chart form in Reference 1. These charts are based _Qri the 
following assumptions: 

( 1) The air chamber is located near the pump.· 

· (2) · The check valve at the pump closes immediately upon power 
failure. · 

(3) The rot"ational. inertia effects ·. of the · pump and _- mot9r . are 
neglected. · · ·' 

(4) The pressure v~lume relation for the compressed air in th~ air 
chamber is.taken as J>\-'. 1 ~ 2 ~ cori~tant.· , 

(5) The differential throttle at the entran_ce to the air chamber is 
proportioned so that :the ratio of the total head loss for • the ~ame 
flow into and .out of the air chamber is about 2.5 to 1, 

· (6) The hydraulic losses in the ~ump discharge Ii~~- ar~ small when 
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compared to. the· head Joss at the· orifice for the ,same flow passing 
into the air chamber. 

Another study .of the action of air chambers at pumping plants 
subsequent to a power failure·, using the rigid water column theory 
and the isqthermal pressure volume relation PY = constant for the 
compressed air in the air chamber, is given .in Reference 4. Although 
the isothermal relation for the· pressure volume changes in not 
attained iri actual practice, the results of this study are useful for 
estimating purposes because they include separately the orifice head 
losses and the hydraulic losses in: the pipeline. . . 

A characteristic of air chambers at. pumping plants which is often 
overlooked is that when a power failure occurs at the pump motors, 
there is als6 a sudden temperature drop associated with the rapid 
expansion of the air in the chamber. At a recent installation the com
puted minimum air temperature in the air chamber associated with 
the ,initial· pressure .drop .and an assumed pressure volume relation 
PV1- 2 -= -coristant·was-a:bout -' 20 9F: The-inside 'of·the air-cham-· 
ber was therefore pro~ided with suitable protective coating~· to 
minimize the effect of the sudden temperature drop on the _air 
chamber shell. 

SURGE TANKS: A surge tank is one of the •i:nost dependable de
vices that can be used at a pi.impil)g plarit to control- the pressure 
changes ,resulting from rapid changes· of flow in the discharge line 
subsequent to a: power failure at the pump motor. Following a 
power failure the water in the si.irge tank provides a· nearby source 
of potential energy which will . effectively reduce the rate of change 

· of flow and waterhammer in the discharge line. The analysis of the 
surges in surge tanks has been worked out by many investigators. 
One presentation and a set of charts are given in Reference } "from 
which the surges due to the sudden starting or stopping· of a pump 
can be· rea~ily obtined. 

One of the disadvantages of a conventional surge tank is. that 
since the top of the tank must extend above the normal. hydraulic 
gradient to avoid spilling, the tank could be quite tall and ~xpensive · 
at high head pumping installations. At booster'"pumping·plant-in= -
stallations a lower level surge tank on the suction .side of the booster 
plant is an effective and economical method· for controlling the 
pressure surges in the -combined discharge line ·system. In order to 
obtain the most economical surge tank design, care should be given 

- to the proper sizing of the throttling device at the _base of the tank. 
NON-REVERSE RATCHETS: Another device for reducing the 
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pressure rise in a pump discharge line upon power failure which is 
occasionally used is a non-reverse. ratc~et on the pump and motor 
shaft which prevents the reverse rotation of the pump. This device is 
effective for controlling the pressure rise upon a power failure because , 
of the large reverse flow whtch can pass through the stationary im
peller.- The author's experience to date with the non-reverse ratchet 
mechanisms has been very disappointing. At a number of small 
pump installations where these devices were used, the shock to the 
pump and motor shaft system due to the sudden shaft stoppage 
created other. serious mechanical difficulties. 

AUTOMATIC RESTART OF MOTORS: At small unattended 
pumping plants it is often desirable after a power failure ot automatic
ally return the pumps to service as soon as the power is restored. How-· 
ever, at one project it was found that occasionally, subsequent io 
a very short power outage, a · number of the induction motors at,,,.". Al,'' 

various pumping units could restart and come quickly up to speed .·c'' i-? 
while a large reverse flow was still passing through the pump. Under :r-, .. ~l~.' 

these conditions the. pressure rise in the discharge ·1ine was very oti- ? -~t.t 
jectionable. If a pump motor has the capability of restarting under~•; . }!;:. 

such transient conditions, a time delay or similar device should be 
installed at the motor controls so that the pun:ip motor can be re- '-
started only when it is safe to do so. .,,:, .ir:: 
· LONG SUCTION LINES: The detailed analysis of the hydraulic .{~ :,;', 

transients upon power failure for a pumping plant with a long suction 
~' ', . ·>J,, line is given in Reference I. The selection of the most appropriate . . 

waterhammer control device for a particular installation with a long · · ·· ''" 
suction line is a matter of judgment and economics. Surge 'tanks 
and air chambers on the suction side of the pumps often provide 
an effective method for controlling the pressure surges in long suc-
tion lines. At. a recently built installation, the control of the pressure 
rise in a 7 mile long suction line consisted of.a number of bypass 
valves on the suction side of the pumps. When a power failure 
occurs, these. bypass valves open quickly and discharge water from 
the suction .line into the atmosphere thus relieving the pressure rise 
due to the rapid deceleration of the flow in the suction line. The 
bypass valves are later closed at a slow rate to minimize any further 
waterhammer effect in the suction line. 

SIPHON OUTLETS: A siphon structure is sometimes used at the 
outlet end of .a pump discharge line to prevent backflow from the 
receiving reservoir or canal during a pump outage. During normal 
pumping operation the siphon. flows full and a negative pressure is 
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created at the siphon either naturally from the flow of water or with 
the aid of a vacuum pump. When a power failure occ;urs at the pump 

motor, the siphon breaker valve opens quickly and admits air into 
the siphon, thus disrupting the flow and preventing backflow from th~ 
canal or reservoir into the discharge line. This operation generates a 
positive pressure wave at the siphon outlet which moves opposite 
to the direction of the flow toward the pump. This positive pressure 
w·ave assists in reducing the amount of the downsurge in the dis..: 
charge _line and in some cases may actually prevent a water column 
separation which might otherwise occur. The magnitude of the gen
erated positive pressure wave is equal· to the difference between 
atmospheric pressure and the negative. pressure that existed· at the 
siphon during steady st.ate flow conditions. · 

NORMAL PUMP START UP 
WITH CONTROLLED VALVE OPENING: At some pumping.· 

plants the pump. is brought up to speed against a closed valve on the 
discharge side of the pump. The valve is then opened-slowly and there 
is very little waterhammer in the discharge line. However, it will be 
found that nearly all of the pump flow in the discharge line is estab
'lished with only a relatively small valve opening since the head loss 
across the valve decreases very rapidly during. the opening stroke. 
For long discharge lines the head loss and flow characteristics of the .. 
valve during the opening stroke must be considered in determining 
the optimum rate of opening . 

.WITH CHECK VALVES: At pumping plants where the pipeline is· 
held full with pump check valyes, the pressure rise in the discharge 
line due to a ·pump start up can be objectionable in some -cases. 
If the motor comes up to speed very rapidly, the pump will develop 
a· pressure rise in the discharge line as the sudden increase in flow 
moves into the line. As noted above this pressure rise is lower for 
radial flow (low specific speed) pumps than for axial flow (high 

. specific speed) pumps. . 
WITH CASING UNWATERED: At pumping plants which are 

· equipped with large pumps or pump-turbine units, normal starting as 
a pump is often performed with the·pump casing-unwatered._This_.is ____ ~ 

accomplished by depressing the water .level below the impeller by 
means of compressed air, which is admitted into the pump casing with 
the .pump d~scharge valve closed and the discharge line full. After the 
motor is synch_ronized on the line, the compress.ed air in the pump 
casing is bled off allowing water to re-enter the pump from the 
suction elbow, after which the discharge valve is slowly opened. 
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· This type of operation has been satisfactory with most large pumping 
units and there are normally no significant waterhammer effects in 
the discharge line. However, there have been some difficulties with 
this type of operation at large pump~turbine units. In the latter case, 
when the rising water level in · the suction elbow first reaches .the 
pump impeller, a• very fast pumping -action occurs within a few 
seconds resulting in a sudden large power demand on the electrical 
system. If the discharge valve is still closed or nearly closed. when 
this fast pumping action occurs, there is usually very little if any 
waterhammer effect in the discharge line. 

WITH SURGE TANKS OF AIR CHAMBERS: With a surge tank 
or air chamber at the pumping plant, it makes very little difference 
whether the increased pump flow is sudden or gradual, inasmuch 
as the major portion of the sudden increased flow will enter the 
surge tank or air chamber. With these devices the steep front of 
the pressure rise in the discharge line is transformed into a much· 
smaller pressure rise and a subsequent slow oscillating movement 
in.the surge tank or air chamber. 

EMPTY DISCHARGE LINE: A large pressure rise may occur in a 
pump discharge line during the rapid filling of an empty· pipe. At 
one installation a very large pressure surge and a pipe failure oc-. 
curred when the fire fighting pumps at. the power plant were started 
up to fill a long empty pipeline. When the water in the discharge 
line reached the air release valves and spray nozzles at the upper 
end in the switchyard, the air release valves closed abruptly and a 
very large pressure rise occurred. To avoid this condition empty . 
pipes must be filled slowly and furthermore the air from the high 
points in the pipeline must also be released slowly. 

NORMAL PUMP SHUT DOWN 
The pumping installation which produces the least waterhammer · 

effect in a pump discharge line during a normal pump s~ut down 
is one in which the· control val_ve on the discharge side of the pump 
is first closed, and then the power to the pump motor is shut off. 
If check valves only are in operation on the discharge side. of the 
pumps, and the power to one· of several pump motqrs which are 
connected to the same discharge line is cut off, the flow at the 
pump which has been shut down will ·reverse very rapidly, and the 
check _valve will also close very rapidly. At several nuclear instal
lations very severe check valve slam and damage occurred due to 

., such sudden flow reversals. Consequently special anti-slam features 
were incorporated in t?e replacement .check valves. 
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COMPARISON · BETWEEN COMPUTED AND 
OBSERVED TRANSIENTS 

In the author's experience in the field testing of pumping plants, 

the agreement between. the computed and observed hydraulic tran

sients has been acceptable but not as good as that obtainable with 

valve operation only. In most cases the observed transients were 

less severe than those which were computed. 
~t one pump-turbine installation large periodic instantaneous 

type pressure· shocks were observed on the oscillograph pressure 

traces during the pumping power failure. tests·. There is a possibility 

that these pressure shocks were due to wicket gate vibration or to 
the interchanges in the control of the flow between the closing 

wicket gates and the pump as the pumping unit was increasing its 

reverse speed. 
On water column separation tests it has · been found that axial 

symmetry of the water columns. at the point of separation does not_ 

always exist. Instead - it- is -found -that -occasionally at~ the _.point of 
separation there is a long void or cavity at the upper portion of the 
pipe cross section and liquid at the bottom portion. · The observed 

maximum pressure rise due to the rejoining of the water columns 
has not been in excess of the computed values based on the assump

tion of axial symmetry of the separated water columns. 
The convential surge tank and one-way surge tank solutions agree 

very well with observations. In tests with air chambers there is 

good agreement if the air expansion exponent K in the equation 
PY = constant is taken between 1.2 to 1.3. 

' CONCLUSIONS 
A -variety of waterhammer control devices for pumping plants 

are available to the designer. In most cases the experienced designer 
can narrow the choice of the most suitable device to a few practical 

alternatives. A prior knowledge of the available waterhammer solu

tions for these devices will reduce the amount of detailed com
putat_ional work which must be made to determine the critical 

hydraulic transient effects . 
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY 

December 6; 1967 .- A joint meeting of the Boston Society of Civil _Engineers 
with the Sanitary Section was held this evening at Patten's Restaurant; 173 
Milk Street, Boston, ·Mass., and was called to order by President Harry L. 

,:Jt Kinsel,.at 7:45 P.M. · 

President Kinsel stated that the minutes of the meeting held October 25, 
I 967 would be published in a forthcoming issue of the Journal. and that the 
reading of those minutes would be ·.waived unless ·the"re was objection. 

Prof. · Paul A .. Dunkerley, Secretary Pro-tern announced the names of appli
c nts for membership, and that the following had been elected to membership 
November 15, ·I 967:.:._ 

Grade of-Member - Bernard B. Berger, Victor Elias, Allen F. _Goulart, 
Richard· K. Guzowski, Thomas L. Jester, Jekabs B. Vittands, James 
T.Y. Wong; Newton L. Worth, Walter T. Jackson_, Brian J. Watt.-

Grade of Junior - Bruce 0. Tobiasson, Thomas H. Turton .. 
. . ~ .. ·- -- .. ,., 

Presiden~ Kinse.l requ~s-ted Prof .. I)u~ke~i~y- tb .. p;~sen·t. a recoinmenaation of . 
the Board of Government to the society for initial action. The president stated 
that this matter was before the society in accordance with the provisions of 
the· by-laws, and that notice of such action published in the ESNE Journal 
dated December 4, 1967. · 

Prof. Dunkerley presented the following recommendation. of the Board of 
Government. to the society for action to be taken at this meetirtg. 

MOTIO.N - "to recommend to the Society that the Board of Government 
be author.ized to transfer an amount not to exceed $4,000 from the 
principal of the Permanent Fund to the Current Fund for current 
expenditures". 

On motion duly ·made and seconded it 'was VOTED "that the Board of Govern-
. ment be authorized to transfer an amount not to exceed $4,000 from the· 

principal of the· Permanent Fund to the Current Fund for current expenditures'\ 

President. Kinsel stated that final action would be taken on this matter at the 
January meeting of the society. 

President Kinsel announced. that the John R. Freeman Fund Committee is 
offering a John R. Freeman Scholarship this year. . 

President Kinsel stated that this was a joint meeting with the Sanitary·section---,... -· 
and turned .the meeting over to Walter M. · Newman, chairman of ttiat section 
to co~duct any necessary business of that section at. this time. 

Chairman· Newman introduced the ,guest speaker of the evening, Mr. Robert 
Davidson, Solid Waste Disposal Study Project: Director of Metropolitan Area 
Planning Council, who gave an interesting talk on "A Solid Waste Disposal 
Program for Metropolitan Boston". . .. 
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A question pertodfoilow.ed the taik .. 

Forty-four member_s and _guests attended the dinner and meet,ing. 

Meeting adJourried·at 8:45 P:M. 

R·espectfully submhted_, 

Pau·I A. Dunkerley 
Secretary Pro-tern.-

HYDRAULICS SECTION . 

A meeting of the Hydraulics Section of.the Boston'Society'of Civil'Engirieefs 
was held in the society rooms. :The meeting was called· to order at 7:00 P.M. 
by Mr. Al_lan Grieve, -Jr., chairrr\a·n of the section. · · 

. Mr. Grieve introduced the speaker of the evening, Mr. Thomas F. Cheyer, . 
of Camp, Dresser and McKee, consulting engineers. Mr. Cheyer spoke on 
"The Warragamba Pipe Lines Stilling. Basins, Sydney, .Australia." Mr. Cheyer 
expla'ined the problem of the basins an_d ihe constraints that had to be satis
fied_ in their. design. ·1t was ·pointed out that this design was ap extension be
yond the normal d~signs for which experience and research data were readily 
available. 

The meeting had an attendance of 20 and was adjourned at 9:00 P.M. 

Respectfully submitted, · 

Ro~ald T. McLaughlin 
Clerk . 

STRUCTURAL AND CONSTRUCTION SECTIONS. 

The joint meeting of the Structur!ll and Construction' Section's .was held in 
the society rooms on the evening of January 10,. 1968. The meeting was called 
to order at 7:00 P.M. by Prof. Charles C. Ladd, chairman of the Structural 
Section .. ·. 

Prof:. Ladd introduced the first speaker, Mr. H. B. Mandel, Project Engineer, 
Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas, who gave a short talk on the engineer-

.. irig aspects. of the design of the foundations for the Newport-Jamestown, R.L 
Bridge._. Mr. Mandel's talk was confined generally to the ascertaining of the · 
economical location of the bridge and the. general design- problems of span 
versus foundation costs:·His talk was accompanied by. slides. -
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Mr. ·William B. Wiley, chairman of the Construction Section, then introduced 
the next speaker, Mr. Morse Klubock, Chief Engineer of the Marine Division 
of Perihi Corporation; substituting for Mr. C. R. Richardson, Vice President. 
Mr. Klubock talked about the construction aspects of the foundation for the 
above bridge, pointing out with great clarity the problems of acquiring the 
proper equipment and finding shops capable of producing the prefabricated 
structural section· required for this .project. He also mentioned the prohibitive 
cost of using •di.vers at· depths of 150-160 feet below water surface where men 
could work only. for p_eriods of twenty to forty minutes in a working day. 
His talk was also accompanied by° slides:. · · 

. . . 

Interesting question and answer periods followed both talks. 

The meeting adjourned at 8:55 P.M. 

There were fifty-three members present. 

Respe_ctfully submitted, 

. -'--"- ·---~ -·. 
- . -- ,...__..,_ - -:--...,_ ___ A[berfB-:-Rich; Clerk---

STRUCTURAL SECTION 

A ·regular meeting of the Structural Section was held in the society rooms 
on the evening of October 10, 1967. The meeting was called to order by Chair-
man Charles Ladd at 7_:03 P.M. · · 

The chairman introduced the speaker of the evening, Dr. Frank J. Heger,.Jr., 
of ·Simpson, Gumpert_z & Heger, who spoke on "Design of Pavilion Dome 
at Expo 67" (illustrated). · · 

·or. Heger showed how the· pavilion fitted in with the surroundings at 
Expo. He showed slides showing the general design of the structure, includ
ing the transparent cover, the procedure of erecting the steel, and another 
set illustrating the erection of the transparent cover. He indicated that the 
cost of the steel ran around $1,000 to $1, I 00 per ton iri place, and the rough 
cost per square fo_ot of dome surface was around $5.50 to $6.00 .. 

The meeting adjourned at 8:25 .P.M. after a short discussion peri~d. 
. -

There were 24 members and guests· present. . 

Albert B. Rich, Clerk 
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STRUCTURAL SECTION 

A re:gular meeting of the Structural Section was held. in the societ·y rooms 
on the evening of December 13, I 967. The 1:1eeting ·_wascalled _to .order at 
7:00 P.M. 

· Chairman Charles C. Ladd· introduced the speaker .. of. the evening, Prof .. 
Sepp Firnkas, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, Northe·astern Uni
versity, who spoke on the subject "High-Strength Concrete" . 

. Prof. Firnkas gave .a very enlightening talk on the possible future of con-
. crete having strengths in· the vicinity of 15,000 - 20,000 p.s.i. T):iese high
strength concretes would possibly be brought· about. t,y placing a hard aggre- . 
gate· in the forms and injecting an·. epoxy as a binder. The talk· was· followed 
by an interesting_question period. · 

The meeting adjourned at 8:35 P.M. 

There, were 35 _members present. 

',Respectfully submiued, 
•: .. · . 

.. :-,.:./:·}:·-\ 

. t ... ~ ... 

Albert B. ~}if Clerk 

'NEW MEMBERS 

Bernard Berger, Amherst, Mass. 
Bromwell, Lester G., Winchester, Mass. 
Nestor o: Disenfeld, Brookline, Mass. 
Victor Elias, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 

· Ernest R. Goodwin, Marblehead, Mass. 
· Allen F. Goulart, Raynham, Mass. 

Richard K. Guzowski, Manchester, Mass .. 
H. Hobart Holly, Braintree; .M.ass. 
Thomas L Jester, Marblehead, Mass. 
Walter T. Jackson, Ramsey, N.J. 
Jekabs .P. Yittands; Norton·, Mass. 
Brian J. Watt, Boxford,' Mass. · 
James T.Y. Wong, Newton, Mass. 
Newton L Worth, Arlington, Mass. 
Frank W. Stockwell, Boston, Mass: 

'. 

· \ · New Junior 

Marcia A. Root, Brookline, Mass'. 
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Deailis 

Arthur H, Gordon;'January 10,(968 
JamesH. Manning,June 1.7, 1967 

·ERRATA 

.. 

Errata for article by H.E. Mohr, Journal . of ·the Boston. Society ~f 
Civil Engineers; October, 196.7, entitled "_Pile and Caisson Foundations". 

. . . . . ~ , 

· I. Page 153, 5th par. 2nd line, change "distributed" to "disturbed" .. 
2. ·Page 157, 6th par. 6th line, omit second. "and". . . 
J. Page·· 158, 5th line, iriset "on" between ~•welded" and. ':Plate". • 
4. Page 162, 5th par. 4th and 5th lirie, _change "inside mandrel" to "outside 

drive pip!!"· . · , - . . • 
5. Page 166, !st par, 5th line:change last "the" to "as". . 
6. Page 170, E_nd of 5th par., dhange "steam curling" to .:•steam curing" .. 
7. Page 179, 3rd·par., en!i of 8th line,;omit the·word·"even". ·· ·· 

..,...._s __ page_l83,_3_r_d_par.; 1st line change "constructed'i_.to '-'contracted":· 
9, Page 183, 4th: par.~-lsf trrie;cnange:"plant''-to .'~plan'.!.-.. - .. ...:. ___ ... ___ _ 

10. Page 18~, 5th par., 3rd line, change "Caldwell" to "Calweld". • 

I 
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CONTROL 
COST, DESIGN AND SAFETY DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Terrametrics 
Instrumentation gives you 

precise measurements, enabling 
your support and structural 

designs to be based on 
known load conditions, not . 

compromise or assumption! 
Terrametrics' In situ 

determination of rock and 
soil characteristics means 

new cost reductions, new design 
impro~ments, and new safety 

standards for your 
· construction job! 

slope movement often create hazards in construc
tion. Effective preventive steps can be taken when 
these slope conditions are more precisely under
stood. Proper use of Terra metrics MPBX, Borehole 
Deflectometer, and/or Pore Waler Pressure Cells 
will give the engineer data so he can effectively de
fine the magnitude'of the problem and design proper 
control measures. These instrumentation tech
niques also will allow a continuing study of the 
effectiveness of the corrective procedures in con
trotting the movement. 

STRUCTURES-Terrametrics instruments 
for controlled construction accurately analyze 
the exact design parameters _of all types of 

· underground openings. Terrametrics Multiple 
,Position Borehole Extensomeler (MPBX) and 
Terrametrics load Cells (PLC) produce accu
ralfl measurement of the slabilityof roof, walls, 
floors of tunnels,-stopes-precise information 
concerning in situ"stresses. 

situ measurement is the only sufe method of 
determining if your embankment' is.properly 
compacted, stable, and will perform· without 
excessive deformation. Throl!gh use of Ter
rametrics Borehole Oeflectometer, Soil Pres
sure Cells, Pore Water Pressure Cells, in com
bination, changes in soil behavr.Dr can be im
mediately known and design changes can be 
made without delay. 

ed rock movement.soil displacement,or movement 
of adjacent foundations because of inadequate shor
ing or unknown airiditions, can have a major effect 
on your structure-or those nearby. Terrametrics 
instrumentation techniques can accurately meas
ure rebound or other movements and detect dis
placements as small as0.001 inch during any stage 
of excavation or construction. Terrametrics Bore
hole Denectometer, Pore Water Pressure Cells and 
the new Geocel Pressure Meter (System Menard) 
are recommended for these measurements. 

Whatever your needs for in situ determination 
of rock and soil characteristics, T errametrics high
ly speci3Iized training service and instruments are 
available during design, construction or operation. 
For iun details, write or phone T errametrics today! 
We welcome special problems! They make us think 
-the results are amazing. 

. TERRAMETRICS 
1·5027 West 5th Avenue 

Golden, Colo. 80401, U.S.A. 
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Hennan G. Protze, Chairman 

SUBSOILS OF BOSTON 
Ronald C. Hirschfeld; <::hainnan 

MEMBERSHIP CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
James P. Archibald, Chairman 

Allan Grieve, Jr. 
William E. Wiley 

AUDITING COMMITTEE 

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE 
Paul A, Dunkerley, Chairman-

ADVERTISING COMMITTEE 
Ronald E. Bucknam, Chairman 

Walter M. Newman 
JOINT LEGISLA TlVE COMMITTEE 

James L, Dallas, Chairman 

" 

COMMITTEE ON PRCFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
E, Sherman Chase, Chairman 

. Francis s. Harvey 

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
Jahn T. Quinn, Jr. Chairman 

JOHN R, FREEMAN FUND COMMITTEE 
· Leslie J. Hooper, Chairman 

RALPH W. HORNE FUND COMMITTEE 
Wllllam L. Hyland, Chairman 

QUARTERS COMMfITEE 

Paul A, Dunkerley 

J~ F, Flaherty 
Robert L, Meserve· 
Robert L. Fuller 
Lee M.G. Wolman . 
!Term expires March, 1969) 

Allan Grieve, Tr. 
William E. Wiley 
Charles H. Flavin 

Charles H. Flavin 

Myle J: Holley, Jr. 

Robert F. Daylar 

Saul Namyet 

D~vid A. Duncan 

Robert L. Fuller 

Ronald T. McLaughlin 

Edward C. Keane · 

·Frank J. Heger 

Donald T. Goldberg 
Richard F. Battles 

Charles H. Flavin 

Llewellyn T. Schofield 

Harl P. Aldrich, Jr, 

Francis T. Bergin 

Ral pi M. Soule 

J obn H. Hession 

Al'lbur Quaglieri 

Clyde W. Hubbard 
Lee M.G. Wolman 

Miles N. Clair 

Harl P. Aldrich, Jr. 



IBE ACKER DRill COMPANY 

acker 
KNOWN ROUND IBE WORID! 

Manufactures a complete qualtiy line of drilling equipment such as: Soil 

sampling Tools, Rotaty Earth Augers, Diamond Care Drills, Diamond Bits 

G Ccre Barrels, Drilling Accesscries and Supplies, 

ACKER SOIL SAMPLE KIT 

Unequaled collection of tools for recovering samples 

from pr:ictically any meterials except rock. Hand C3ITY

ing case is included. Write for bulletin No. 26. 

ACKER MOTORIZED CAIBEAD 

Aluminum tripod derrick with sheave.and powerful 

4-cycle cathead hoist. An ideal combination for: Soil 

sampling, Driving casting, Water well wcxk, Preliminary 

survey, Standard penetration tests and any lifting oper

ations up to 500 lbs, Write for Bulletin No. 20. 

ACKER HILLBill Y CORE DRILL 

The Hillbilly is a tried and iroven cere drill with un

limited versatility to perfcrm a hoot of jobs, Acker ccre 

drills are available in a variety of models to meet your 

particular need. Write fer Bulletin No, 29. 

ACKER DRILL COMPANY, INC. 

P. o. Box 830 

Scranton, Pennsylvania, 18501 

ACKER VANE SHEAR 

The vane shear is available in a kit er tcrque head as

sembly fer obtaining accurate in-place shear values of 

cohesive soils on the spot, Write fer Bulletin No, 700. 

ACKER DENISON CORE SAMPLER 

(Patent No, 2403 ,002) Acker Denison Soil Sample Barrel 

obtains =disturbed quality cores from rare earths, cer

amic clays, soft but difficult fcrmations. Accepted by 

mining and soils engineers around the world. Fer details 

write fer Bulletin No. 1100, 

ACKER All PURPOSE AUGER 

This versatile auger is capable of handling soil sampling, 

mineral irospecting and earth augering to 100 ft. Depths. 

MolllllS on flat bed carrier. Easy to operate. Write fer 

free Bulletin No. 40, 

FREE 

Acker has available free of charge a complete series of 

illustrated bulletins • , • write us on your needs. 


